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Chapter	13:	
NAFTA	and	Mexican	Industrial	Development	

Eric	A.	Verhoogen	

In his presentation, “NAFTA and Mexican Industrial Development,” Eric A. Verhoogen, Associate 

Professor and Co-Director of the Center for Development Economics and Policy (CDEP) at Columbia 

University, discussed the role that NAFTA and international integration have played in Mexico’s recent 

growth. He noted that Mexico’s recent performance has been mediocre relative to other middle-income 

countries, and offered what he called an “old-fashioned idea” as a potential partial explanation for 

Mexico’s disappointing performance. He argued that integration into the international economy led 

Mexico to specialize in less capital- and skill-intensive activities, which tended to be less innovative. The 

sectoral shifts within the Mexican economy, tended to lower Mexico’s rate of innovation overall, and may 

well have caused some of the economic stagnation we have witnessed.   

Mexico’s Growth Relative to its Peers and Possible Explanations 

Referring to Hanson (2010), Verhoogen put Mexican growth in the context of comparable countries from 

various parts of the world, focusing on GDP per capita growth since 1980. In Latin America, Chile has 

vastly outperformed Mexico. Mexico compares more favorably with Argentina and Brazil, but Verhoogen 

noted that both of those governments have had much more heterodox policy regimes. Venezuela is the 

only country of the five Latin American countries listed (Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela, Argentina, and 

Chile) that Mexico has clearly outperformed.   

When one looks at middle-income countries in other regions in Hanson’s analysis, Mexico fares even 

worse. Examining some Asian countries, Mexico’s growth rate has been substantially less than those of 

Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia, and lines up much more closely with the Philippines. Turning to 

Eastern Europe, Mexico trails considerably behind Turkey, Bulgaria, and Hungary; in recent years, even 

Romania has surpassed Mexico. Taking all of these together, it’s a fair question whether or not NAFTA 

and, more generally, integration with the other two NAFTA countries has played some role in this—and if 

so, is that role a positive or negative one? 

There are a number of possible alternative explanations as to why Mexico has underperformed in recent 

decades. Verhoogen cites a few previously mentioned at the conference: Arias et al’s  discussion of 

monopolies and inefficient regulation in Mexico, Haber’s discussion of Mexico’s underdeveloped credit 

markets, and Levy’s focus on informality and tax evasion.  Another major issue that Verhoogen 
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acknowledged is corruption in Mexico. He goes on to concede that all of these may be contributing, but 

he instead wants to explore the role (if any) that trade and integration might be playing in Mexico’s 

lackluster economic growth.  

Evaluation of NAFTA: Two Approaches to Analyzing Mexican Growth 

Verhoogen conceded that evaluating NAFTA is extremely difficult because so many things were 

changing simultaneously. For example, many steps toward trade liberalization in Mexico actually 

occurred in the 1980s, and their effects might have been delayed. Moreover, the 1995 peso crisis in 

Mexico might have overwhelmed any positive NAFTA effects, since the devaluation was much larger 

than the tariff changes (Krueger 2000). Verhoogen then discussed two different approaches that several 

studies have taken to evaluate NAFTA: applied general equilibrium modeling, and reduced-form methods 

(difference-in-difference, most commonly). 

For the former, Verhoogen cited Tim Kehoe’s paper of 2005. He reiterated that the main advantage of 

applied general equilibrium (GE) modeling is that it allows us to make theoretically well-grounded 

statements about general-equilibrium effects as well as about welfare effects.  

The main drawback is that the model has to be right in order for these statements to be valid, and that’s 

often not an easy thing to be certain about. In the case of NAFTA, applied GE models did not perform 

particularly well in predicting the effects of NAFTA that are now observed. One reason for this is the 

new-goods margin—the growth of new goods or of goods that weren’t previously exported much.26 

Another is that the aggregate changes seem to be often driven by total factor productivity (TFP) changes, 

but applied GE models do not normally endogenize TFP. That is, the models show sectoral shifts central 

to the analysis, but pay relatively little attention to productivity changes that are endogenous to trade 

liberalization.  

In discussing the reduced-form approach, Verhoogen began by summarizing a USITC piece (De La Cruz 

et al. 2013). The main advantage of the reduced-form approach, according to Verhoogen, is that it 

requires weaker assumptions than applied GE modeling does. On the other hand, though, studies using 

the reduced-form approach are unable to make statements about GE and welfare effects. This approach is 

best equipped to document productivity changes. Verhoogen then discussed four other papers, López-

Córdova (2003), De Hoyos and Iacovone (2013), Iacovone (2012), and Verhoogen (2008), that all look at 

this from different perspectives.  

                                                        
26 See Tim Kehoe’s presentation for a discussion of the new-goods margin.  
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Verhoogen next explored the “old-fashioned idea” he previously mentioned. The idea is that different 

activities are associated with different inherent rates of innovation and productivity growth. Essentially, 

some industries tend to generate more innovation, more new ideas, and more productivity growth than 

others. Moreover, liberalization changes the patterns of specialization that may lead to specialization in 

non-dynamic activities. To demonstrate this, he first looked at broad sectoral shifts, using figures from 

Verhoogen (2008). He noted that the sectors with the lowest share of workers having 12 years of 

education grew the fastest in Mexico from 1988 to 1998. Similarly, he showed that over the same time 

span, industries with a lower capital-labor ratio grew faster. From 1998 to 2008 the trend reverses, but 

overall growth is much lower and flatter across sectors in both cases. He went on to show that this 

expansion of the low-skill and low-capital-intensive sectors from 1988 to 1998 was driven by an increase 

in maquiladora employment. Verhoogen argued that this is part of the reason why Mexico has not been 

faring as well as most expected. 

Possible Explanations of Why Mexico Hasn’t Grown 

So why did this happen? The first explanation Verhoogen explored was one that is commonly cited; 

Mexico just had bad luck with regard to the emergence of China. The argument is essentially that China 

entered the metaphorical arena just as Mexico was poised to grow, and this hurt Mexico’s stance 

tremendously because China specialized in similar types of exports to the United States. Verhoogen went 

on to cite numerous pieces of research giving evidence in support of this notion: Utar and Torres-Ruiz 

(2013); Kumler (2014); López-Córdova, Micco, and Molina (2008); Hanson and Robertson (2010); and 

Hsieh and Ossa (2011). However, Verhoogen felt Mexico would have had significant problems even if 

China had not emerged. He explored these problems in the next section of his presentation. 

Verhoogen looked at a research and development (R&D) survey from Mexico’s National Survey of 

Employment, Wages, Technology and Training in the Manufacturing Sector (ENESTyC), which shows 

that innovation was correlated to both high-skill and capital-intensive sectors in Mexico, which is what 

one would expect to see. By contrast, while the maquiladora industry shows more specialization, it simply 

isn’t innovative. Knowing that Mexico’s specialization was not occurring where innovation was highest 

may serve as an explanation for Mexico’s stagnation. He furthered this point by showing Mexico’s 

decline over time (and extremely low world ranking) with regard to patents per million workers in 1960–

2000 (data from Lederman, Maloney, and Serven 2005). Moreover, Verhoogen used an alternative metric 

of innovation and, on a macro level, showed that Mexico spends less than half as much on R&D as a 

percentage of GDP as Chile and China do, and significantly less than Korea, the United States, and 

Canada. See table 1. 
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Table 1. A Measure of Innovation: R&D, Percent of GDP, 1998 

Country R&D Spending / GDP (%) in 1998 

United States 2.59% 
South Korea 2.34% 
Canada 1.76% 
Chile .65% 
China .65% 
Mexico .38% 

Source: Data from World Bank World Development Indicators for 1998. 

Conclusion and Areas of Future Research 

In conclusion, Verhoogen argued that this period of integration (1998–2008) led Mexico to specialize in 

less capital- and skill-intensive activities, and these sectors are the ones that are normally less innovative 

in relative terms. Had China not entered the U.S. import market, Verhoogen hypothesized that another 

country would have eventually, and Mexico’s lack of innovation would have still been a problem that 

created stagnation. He claimed that, while future research on this is certainly needed, it appears that there 

may be some tradeoff between static allocative efficiency and long-term productivity growth. Trade 

liberalization may not bring about sustained economic growth if it leads to specialization in sectors with 

little innovation. He suggested that policymakers should consider some mechanisms of economic 

intervention that promote activities that generate innovation and productivity growth. “This argument 

relies on the idea that innovation generates positive externalities,” he added, noting that this question is 

the subject of his forthcoming research.  
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